
THE VIOLIN CHAIR 
By GamFratesi



“The Violin Chair references the timeless archetypal form of the 
dining chair but is constructed with a characterful contemporary 
expression. Combining functionality, lightness and comfort, its 
strong identity goes hand in hand with superior craftsmanship.”
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In designing the Violin Chair, GamFratesi set out to distill 
the archetypal form of a chair into its purest representation, 
without losing the sense of character for which they have 
become renowned.

The name references the two parallel lines that extend from 
the backrest to a horizontal bar below the seat, evoking two 
parallel strings on a violin. It was these two lines, in the form 
of two pencil marks on the very earliest sketch, that provided 
the initial spark of inspiration for the design. The musicality 
of the name resonates with a chair that reflects a musical 
instrument in its geometry, symmetry and craftsmanship.



A minimalist profile

with an updated take on modernist geometry



Dynamic comfort

with a distinctive sense of character



Formal simplicity

and elegance



Available with a steam-bent backrest in oiled walnut or oak 
and a voluminous seat and back upholstered edition



F U LLY UP HOLS T ER ED VARIANTS

with both seat and back upholstered

SEAT UPHOLSTERED VARIANTS 
with steam-bent oiled oak or walnut backrest

Backhausen Aurin, MD215A20
Item Nr.10078961

Dedar Svevo, T1901 002
Item Nr.10078960

Gabriel Tempt, 60152
Item Nr.10078964

Sorensen Dunes, 21007
Item Nr.10078962

Dedar Karakorum, 001
Item Nr.10079152

Dedar Karakorum, 004
Item Nr.10082154

Oak  
Backhausen Aurin, MD215A18

Item Nr.10079206

Oak
Sorensen Dunes, 21004

Item Nr.10079204

American Walnut
Gabriel Tempt, 61168

ItemNr.10079203

American Walnut
Sorensen Dunes, 21004

Item Nr.10079201

Oak
Dedar Svevo, T1901 004

Item Nr.10079205

Oak
Dedar Karakorum, 001

Item Nr.10082155

Oak
Dedar Karakorum, 004

Item Nr.10082157

American Walnut 
Dedar Karakorum, 001

Item Nr.10079202

American Walnut 
Dedar Karakorum, 004

Item Nr.10082156





GUBI has worked with Danish-Italian design duo 
GamFratesi since the early days of their studio. With 
their own dual heritage, GamFratesi share GUBI’s ability 
to fuse seemingly opposing concepts – the classic and 
the contemporary, the intellectual and the eclectic, the 
understated and the expressive, the manufactured and the 
crafted. These dualities, as well as their constant desire to 
challenge the status quo while respecting what has gone 
before, are epitomized in the Violin Chair. 
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